BETH RICHARDSON
EXCAVATIONS ARE LISTED according to London
Borough or County in which they took place. They are
followed by grid references, the name of the Society.
Museum or Unit responsible for the excavation, and the
name of the director. WC and WMC indicate that the
work continues or may continue in 1984. Where there is
"no excavation" other archaeological activities such as
post-excavation work, site watching, archive work and
field walking may well have taken place instead.
Several entries from the City were temporarily lost and
will be published in the next issue.

CITY OF LONDON: Excavations by Department of
Urban Archaeology, Museum of London.
5-12 Fenchurch Street (TQ 3303 8093) (F. Hammer)
Excavalion on the S side of Fenchurch Street, between
Gracechurch Street and Philpot Lane (by arrangement
with Lanrl Securities (Management) Ltd.) recorded 2m (6)ft)
of Roman siratigraphy in an area of c. 225 sq m (2400
sq ft). A number of sections along and beneath the two
roads forming the sides of the site showed the whole
sequence of layers from natural to modern. The area is
situated immediately S of the main E/W road through the
Roman city, opposite the SE corner of the Forum.
Evidence of btuildings was found from earliest Roman
times. One substantial structure had a tile drain leading
to the W. In the centre of the site were traces of two
successive buildings on the same alignment and two successive flimsier structures to thc E, evidently industrial.
They were probably open towards the S and were close
to deposits and pits of ash, charcoal and traces of metal.
The earliest Roman occupation probably dated to the
50s A.D., and the associated ceramics were of a remarkably high quality, including many cups and beakers in
Lyon ware and at least two mould-made South-Gaulish
colour-coated cups of a type which is otherwise almost
entirely absent from the City. The coarser wares include
products of the Neronian industry identified amongst the
kiln waste recovered from Sugar Loaf Court in 1982.
Little Boudiccan fire debris was found, as the area was
carefully cleared for a major building in Flavian times.
This was a big hall nearly 20m (66ft) long and at least
l l m (36ft) wide built on deep gravel, mortar and stone
foundations with plastered mudbrick walls. Buttresses
strengthened the N wall, Piles inside the build~ng may
have supported its roof. Built on to it to the N lay a
number of smaller rooms with many successive floors and
partition walls of several phases, with little evidence of
inhabitation. They seem to have been used as shops or
workshops.
On the E side a gravelled alleyway led from the main
road to a side entrance with stairs. This was soon overbuilt: a room was found with a substantial opus signinurn
floor, divided by a plastered and polychrome painted
brickearth wall from a kitchen. This included a hearth
and shelf, where the pots were still in position when the
building burnt down, probably together with the adjoining
building to the west, producing a thick layer of debris.
Cutting into it, the succeeding building only survived
as N/S partition foundations of chipped ragstone and a
very substantial ragstone-mortar foundation, which was
seen in section along the E part of the south frontage of
Fenchurch Street and returned under Philpot Lane. NO

traccs of a road were seen behind the wall under Philpot
Lane at the Roman level.
Evidence of the h:e 3rd c, came from two wells, constructed within one large pit in the NW; fire put them out
of use when the charred timber construction collapsed into
the shaft. One of these wells was thereafter used as a sump
(see this issue, pp 375-7).
A pit cut into the backfill of this well contained three
unbroken poh, upside down, all of which contained charcoal and one an eroded coin. No building was found in
association with this foundation deposit or off-ring, as
the upper layers were truncated.
3-5 Bishopsgate (TQ 3303 8117) (G. Milne, C. Milne &
N. Bateman)
Archaeological excavations were conducted in six
basement rooms of the standing building during an eightweek period in advance of redevelopment. The work was
generously funded by London & Edinburgh Securi'ties.
The natural brickearth surface had been truncated at
C.+
12.25m (40.2ft) and sealed by a redeposited brickearth slab at c. 12.50m (41.0ft) O.D. There was evidence
to suggest that structural activity in the south of the site
(Building 1) was burnt in the midllate 1st c, and ,that
brickearth quarries were subsequently dug to the N of two
superimposed timber buildings (Buildings 2 and 3). Structural divisions, a doorway, opus signinurn floors and a
hearth were associated with the final phase of Building 3,
which was superseded in the 2nd c by Building 5. Parts
of the masonry foundations of the N wing of this substantial structure were found, associated with opus signinun2 and tessellatted pavements in the final phase. To the
N was a timber building, Building 4, which was replaced
by timber Building 6. Both this and the masonry Building
5 were physically sealed by dark grey silts containing 3rd
and 4th c pottery. These silts were cut by late Saxon
features including a hearth, a cellared building, from
which came three 11th or 12th c iron knives, and a backfilled well into which a sequence of eleven superimposed
brickearth surfaces of a surface-laid building had siumped.
Crucible fragments were associated with these floors.
Provisional pottery analysis suggests that the site was
occupied by the early 11th c, although rhe surface-laid
building may not pre-date the Norman conquest.
Copthall Avenue (TQ 3275 8150) (C. Maloney)
Since September 1983 a watching brief covering an
area 60 X 60m (200ft sq), fronting onto London Wall
and Copihall Avenue, has been in progress. The Roman
road, recorded during the excavation of 1981-2, has been
traced for a considerable distance, orientated N.N.E.
S.S.W.; additional evidence of the associated timber
framed building indicates that it was at least 12m x 3.8m
(39 X 12+ft). Series of posts, gravelled surfaces and
various wooden structures, also Roman in date, have
been recorded .
In the north-east corner of the site, natural gravels of
a maximum depth of 3m (loft), gradually rhinned towards
the south, where waterlain deposits of the Walbrook
stream directly overlie the London clay. During the
Roman period the Walbrook was effectively controlled;
thereafter the formation of peat indicates that this regulation was not maintained and the area became marshy.
St. Swithin's Lane (TQ 3270 8094) CM. Nally)
Excavations generously funded by Haslemere Estates
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Ltd. were conducted in the basements of standing buildings
at 18 and 20 St. Swithin's Lane. A trench l m x 2m (3ft 3in
X 6ft 6in) in No. 20 revealed only modern backfill on top
of natural brickearth. A standing medieval vaulted structure parallel to the street frontage was recorded.
In No. 18 two trenches, 3.60m X 6.80m (11.8ft x 22.3ft)
and 5.7Gm x 7.90m (18.7ft X 25.9ft), were excavated in
plan. Two other smaller trenches were recorded in section.
These disclosed a scquence of 1st and 2nd c Roman occupation, including a fence line, wood-lined drain and
masonry foundation in the western trench. Foundation
trenches had been cut into the natural sand and gravel
in the E trench, but there was no evidence of associated
occupation surfaces. A large rectangular cut had also been
made into the natural, presumably for quarrying purposes.
Later Roman activity included a sequence of make-up and
floors associated with a collapsed wall.
Medieval walls were recorded running parallel to the
street frontage in No. 18, on the same alignment as the
standing walls in No. 20. These walls were also observed
continuing through No. 19 and presumably represent a
single structure. The construction trench of the W wall
was dated 1150-1200. A robbed medieval wall was recorded
7m (23ft) to the W of this structure, on the same alignment.
A btarrel-well and series of pits belonged to the postmedieval period.
St. Bride's House, 10-12 Salisbury Square, 1-4 Dorset
Buildings (TQ 3155 8109) (M. Nally)
A watching brief funded by Legal & General Insurance
Ltd. conducted at St. Bride's House revealed clay and
gravel which sloped south from Si. Bride's Church and
was truncated by the modern basement level. A series of
brick and masonry foundations were observed in a piling
trench along the S edge of the site. Several chalk and
ragstone foundations of more than one phase of medieval
construction were recorded; they were too fragmentary to
give coherent plans, Brick and ragstone cellar lining walls
were recorded 3m (loft) further W. No dating evidence
was associated with these foundations. Construction materials of the brick foundation in the SE corner were dated
1500-1550. These brick foundations could be associated
with Bridewell Palace, immediately to the south-east; the
remainder more probably with the Inn of the Bishop of
Salisbury to the west.
22-6 Blackfriars Lane (TQ 3175 8105) (R. Bluer)
In spring 1983 a watching brief was funded by St
Anselm Developments and the Worshipful Company of
Apothecaries.
A steep cut in the W part of the site was probably the
W edge of an early medieval phase of the City ditch,
which is known from documentary sources to have been
abandoned and filled in in the late 13th c to accommodate
the bmuilding of Blackfriars.
The backfill took the form of sandy gravels, which
appeared as a deep horizon over the whole site, sealing
natural gravels. Within the tipping sequence was a layer
of black organic silt which was probably domestic rubbish.
Cutting into these gravels were several submstantiai ragstone walls and masonry features.
A reconstructed ground-plan of the Friary (Clapham,
Archaeologia 63, 1912) provided provisional identification
of these features, despite the truncation of all occupational
levels or floors. A 19m (62ft) length of the S wall and a
portion of the W wall of the conventual church were
recorded, as well as four ragstone foundation piers for
the arcading of the S aisle.
At right angles to (and butted onto) the S wall was the
E wall of the guest-house, which also served as the outer
wall of the W cloister range. No burials were recorded.

in contrast to those observed in trial holes previously.
Several brick-lined cesspits and a well from the postDissolution period were also observed.
26-36 Cloth Fair, 62-7 Long Lane (TQ 3193 8173) (D.
Bentley)
During Spring 1983 a watching brief was carried out
with a grant trom Harbour Group Developments Ltd
on this site immediately N of St. Bartholomew the Great
church and within the precinct of the 12th centucy prlory.
The earliest recorded features were a ditch system perhaps of the Roman period, which fell into disuse. This
was overlam by a large number of E/W aligned adult
male burials of med~eval date, confirming inference from
documentary and archaeological sources that this was
part of the s ~ t eof the monastic cemetery. From the 14th
c a succession of extension but well-maintained gravelled
yard surfaces covered the site, sealing the burials A
group of fifteen very worn Penn floor t~les, dating to
1330-1400, were incorporated in the early part of the
yard sequence. The surfaces correspond with the suggested site of the medieval Bartholomew P a ~ r . The first
structural evldence observed was a row of houses built
In the late 16th c. The cellars of several of these houses
were constructed of greensand and brick u i t h timbered
floors; they cut through the latest gravelled surfaces, and
fronted onto a metalled road (the origln of Cloth Fair)
which was laid out across the S part of ihe s ~ t eadjacent
to the ex-prlory church. Thls development was part of
a larger scheme, known from documentary sources,
involvmg all the land to the N of the church. i t remained
partially intact well into the 20th c.
8 Telegraph Street (TQ 3271 8136) (P. Chitwood)
The excavation, madse possible by a generous grant
from Phoenix Assurance, took place d!~ring July-Augu6t
1983 in a 2.3m x 2.5m (7ft 6in X 8ft 2in) arza in the
basement of a 19th c listed building on the youth side of
what was formerly Great Bell Alley.
Initial Roman development consisted of a series of
dumps, contained to the N by a timber pile and plank
revelment, presumably an attempt to ralse tne ground
level. Further raisings of ground surface followed, first
with evidence for a late lst/early 2nd c stone-founded
building, open to the E towards the Walbrook and then
with a more substantial 2nd c building with a sequence
of interior floor surfaces. The raising dumps included
fragmsents of leather garments and shoes. This building
was probably demolished in the late 2nd o r ear!y 3rd
c and its walls robbed (Period I).
The robber trenches were later cut by a ditch which
may have served as a drainage channel (Period XI). A
further series of dumps was followed by an Ilthll2ih c
timber building. possibly wattle-walled, with several
phases of gravel and clay occupation layers. Evidence
was found for a second structure in approximately the
same position as the first, with several associated hearths
abov'e dumps levelling the entire area (Period 111).
The uppermost activity was truncated by the modern
basemem (Period IV).

79 Gracechurch Street (TQ 3302 8103) (A. Upson)
A 3-month excavation was carried out in the area of
thc E range of the first (Flavian) Roman forum, by arrangement with Land Securities Management Ltd.
Excavation revealed some pre-Roman activity, although
in the restricted area available no distinct structures could
be identified. These deposits were bounded to the E by a
steep-sided ciitch which separated them from a sequence of
well-surfaced gravel metallings, apparently representing a
fragment of a N-S road.

The alignment established by these features was not respected by the subsequent building of the walls of the first
(Flavian) forum. A N-S flint rubble wall foundation,
capped by two tile courses, ran across the E of the site.
Evidence from other sites suggests that it originally supported a continuous wall subsequently replaced by a series
of square piers. These were used in conjunction with a new
ragstone ~ u b b l efoundation, capped by tiles, found in the
present excavation approximately 2m (6fft) to the W of
the flint foundation. This would seem to be an extension
of the E range into the courtyard area; the space between
the two walls was well surfaced with hard mortar.
The superstructures of these features were thereafter
carfully dismantled and the area covered with a thick
deposit of clean sand and gravel to form a raised base
for the courtyard surfaces of the second (early 2nd c)
forum.
Later features excavated includec two pits of Saxon
date, an early medieval coursed chalk foundation for a
t'uilding with its axis perpendicular to Gravechurch
Street, and a large early 19th c brick cesspit.
154-6 Fenchurch Street, 15-16 Cullurn Street (TQ 3313
8097) (C. Fenn, M. Reid and T. Williams)
A watching brief was conducted for about three months
with funds fiom the Equitable Life Assurance Society.
The earliest activity observed was a number of large
gravel quarries (Period I) infilled prior to the first phase
of structural activity; this consisted of a number of spatially isolated structures destroyed in a first fire (Boudican)
(11). The area was subsequently levelled and a second.
more extensive phase of structural activity took place:
large masonry buildings with floors of opus si,~n;nurnand
plaster work (111). These were destroyed in a second widespread fire which was recorded in several areas ihmediately below modern basements.
Due to this degree of disturbance only intrusive features
survived post-dating the second fire. A number of medieval
foundations were recorded, mostly in underpinning holes,
conforming to the existing property boundaries. Several
wells, of a broad date range, were recorded (IV).
P4 Garlick Hill (Sugar Loaf Court) (TQ 3235 8087) (M.
Ezrker)
The second part of the Sugar Loaf Court (Beaver House)
with a further grant from the Hudson's Bay Company.
excavation took place between February and May 1983,
Excavation continued of the trench opened in Sugar Loaf
Court in October 1982, and in an extension to the S.
In the Sugar Loaf Court trench, evidence of pre-Flavian
and Flavian structures was recovered with direct correlations to others found to the S, which in turn produced
evidence of a substantial timber structure on the same
alignment as structures excavated to the E in 1982. Again
pottery of Neronian date was in association.
The Sugar Loaf Court trench produced evidence of
Saxon/early medieval pits and an oven-like structure with
with a small group of pottery provisionally dated 850-1000.
A chalk foundation with associated occupation surfaces
followed; the pottery from this phase dated to the 12th c.
This building went out of use in the late medieval period
and was followed by a phase of pitting in the late 14th or
15th c. To the S of Slgar Loaf Court medieval surfaces
were truncated by Victorian cellaring.

BARKING
Barking Abbey (TQ 438 840) Passmore Edwards Museum
(M. Stone)
Trial trenching of the area between the main Abbey
buildings and Barking Creek revealed an area of marshland with two streambeds unfilled in the 17th or 18th c and
a clay bank defining the limit of usable land in the roman/

medieval periods. A number of tile-filled pits and a deposit
of oyster shells were recorded in this bank.

BARNET
Madley Wood, Barnet (TQ 264 971) Hendon and District
Archaeological Society (B. Wrigley and V. Jones)
Reputedly Iron Age ring bank with external ditch. Small
trial section out; no datable finds; two possible buried
soils (one under the bank, one from an early fall from
bank into ditch) were found and samples taken which it
is hoped can bu analysed.
BEXLEY
East Wickham Vicarage. Kent Archaeological Rescue Unit
Trial excavations around and beyond the vicarage located
traces of the medieval manor-house of East Wickham.
demolished in the 17th or 18th c.
BWEPJT
Junction of Neasden Lane and Willesden High Road,
Willcsden (TQ 216 848). Museum of London (J Cotton)
T r ~ i a l excavations on the site of the proposed Brent
courthouse revealed that the natural London Clay was
overlain by a thick deposit of sticky greylblack clay into
which had been cut the foundations for a late 17th/early
18th c brickbuilt house. No trace of structures or deposits
relating to the Medieval village of Willesden were located.
BROMLEY
Sodbury Manor Chislehurst. Orpington and District
Archaeological Society.
Detailcd wrvey of moated area containing the foundations of the Tudor Kali on which now stands a derelict
"medieval" hall re-erected c. 1930 using timbers which are
probably 14th c. It is of King post construction. Also
present are a barrel roofed undcrcroft, many other foundations and structures and wells.
Kent Road, St. Mary Cray. ODAS
Excavations uncovered a V-shaped Roman ditch about
2.5m (8/ft) wide cut by a Saxon grubenhaus (3m X 3m)
with two postholes (one of them double) In the usual
positions. Dating of both features to be confirmed by
finds analysis which is now proceeding.
CROYDON
Park Hill Road, Croydon. TQ 332 647. Croydon Natural
History and Scientific Society (J. Davison).
This site is just inside the boundary of the medieval
deer park of Croydon Manor and adjacent to the site of
the Park Hill farm. Pottery found indicates farming in the
Roman period and from the 17th c onward. A wall of
one of the farm buildings was located but could not be
dated earlier than the 19th c.
Duppas Hill Road, Groydon. TQ 316 649. C.N.H.S.S. (J.
Davison)
The site is at the highest point on the N side of the
road. The area on the S side has been a recreation area
since the middle ages.
Excavation showed the site to have been farmed from
Roman Limes until last century when houses were built. A
quantity of fire crackNed flints may indicate prehistoric
accupatiori but no features were found.
GREENWICH
Woolwich Power Statlon Site, Kent Archaeological
Rescue Unit.
Trial excavations on the site of the demolished Dowerstation ahead of red~eveloument,were conducted for-plumstead Museum. They showed that the stern section of the

famous Woolwich Ship, the rest of which was found in
1912, had been destroyed when the power-station was
extended in about 1952. The ship was probably T h e
Sovereign, built about 1488. Trial-trenching located
Roman pottery and a ditch at the E end of the site.
HARROW
Elstree Mill South. (TQ 1765 9515). (Excavations carried
out on this site 1980-83 by G . Salveson, Stanmore and
Harrow Historical Society.)
During redevelopment the remains of a hearth with
associated early 13th c pottery were exposed. (W. B. continues).
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HAVERING
Great Sonnings, Upmiwter. T Q 569 847. P a s s m o r e
Edwards Muscum (P. Greenwood).
This gravel extract~on site has produced a range of
material from the late Bronze Age (cremation burials)
to the early Roman. It was principally in use during the
iate Iron Age for which there is evidence of a settlement,
with hut circles, pits and post-holes and during the early
Roman period when the mam features ar: large defensive
ditches and at least four wells.
Manor Farm, Upminster. TQ 577 846. Passmore Edwards
Museum (P. Greenwood).
The site is a little to the east of Great S~lnning; and
somewhat similar in nature. Late Bronze Age cremation.
burials were recovered and evidence of early-middle Iron
Age settlement. There are again large early Roman defensive ditches but also evidence for later Roman occupation.
W.C.
HILLINGDON
H o l l o w ~ yLane, Harmondsworth. TQ 065 781. Museum
of London with West London Archaeological Field Group
(J. Mills).
Excavation to the north and west of earlier work (e.g.
LA 4 (11) (Summer 1983) 288) has revealed further
features of prehistoric and Roman date. In particular the
later Bronze Age double-ditched track- o r drove-way noted
previously was found to continue westward beynd the area
currently available for excavation - bringing its recorded
length to something over over 600m (650 yds). An uausual,
probably late Hallstatt brooch with two riets of skeuomorphic spring-coils wound around iron pins was recovered from the vase of secondary silting in the southern
ditch. In addition, a small series of later Roman features
were uncovered, including a small oven and possible
accompanying 'windbreak'. These contained quantities of
building debris and a worn sestertius of Commodus. WMC.

A

Sipson Lanc, Harlinpton. TQ 078 783. M.O.L. with
W.L.A.F.G. (J. Cotton & J. Mills).
Limited site watching to the north of previous work
has revealed several isolated prehistoric pits cut into the
natural brickearth. A single sherd of Ebbsfleet-type pottery and struck flint was recovercd.
2-3 Windsor Street, Uxbridge. TQ 055 841. M.u.L. with
W.L.A.F.G. (J. Mills).
Excavation on the site of one of the town's many 17th c
inns established the prcsence of an occupation-sequence
spanning the prehistoric to modern periods.
The earliest feature discovered was a short stretch of
substantial V-section ditch found cutting into the natural
gravels. Running roughly NS, it contained fragments of
probably Bronze Age/Iron pottery and struck flintwork.
Subsequently the site appears to have lain open until
brought into cultivation in the early medieval period.

Shortly after c. A.D. 1200, however, a senes of timberfloored buildings were constructed, fronting the medieval
Market Square. Associated with these structures were a
number of rubbish-filled pits, stake-holes and a pitched
tile hearth.
Footings to the 17th c building - composed of flmt
rubble, brick and roof tile survived a t the northern end
of the ate, together with a pitched tile hearth and soakaway. Later 18th/19th c alterations includcd the addilion
of a Regency frontage, brick outbuildings ;tild an internal
rammed chalk floor.
5-6 High Street, Uxbridge. T Q 056 840. Museum of London with West London Archaeological Field Group (J.
Mills).
A second trench, in the garden of 5-6 High Street, revealed evidence of prehistoric activity in thc form of a
further section of NS ditch running parallel to that
located at 2-3 Windsor Street (above). Other features,
mainly pits and shallow scoops lay to the west, and contained sherds of' probably Bronze Age/Iron Age pottery
and struck flintwork. In addition, a small sequence of
medieval and post-medieval rubbish-filled pits were also
drxovered.

1126 High Street, Uxbridgc. TQ 055 844. M.0.L. with
W.L.A.F.G. (J. Mills).
Two small trenches excavated in Beasley's Yard. close
to the site of Uxbridge School (founded 1790), s!~ggested
that the area was under cultivation until the construction
of the School and nearby Meeting House (now tbe Watts
Hall) in the 18th c.
A remnant ploughsoil was found to overlie the natural
London Clay, and produced a small group of Mesolithictype flintwork and medieval pottery. This was in turn
sealed beneath a series of compacted gravel surfaces, presumably relating t o the schoolyard, from which were recovered several Uxbridge School tokens and sherds of
18th/19th c pottery.
15-17 High Street, Uxbr'idge. T Q 056 841. M.0.L with
W.L.A.F.G. (J. Mills & J. Cotton).
Recording of this probably mid-16th c three-bay timberframed building was comoleted orior to its demolition in
November 1983, since when excavation has been proceeding on the site. Finds from a series of clay floors at
the front of the building plot suggest that it has been continuously occupied since the medieval period. WC.
HOUNSLOW
Chiswick Housc, Chiswick. TQ 212 775. Museum of
London with West London Archaeological Field Group
for the D.0.E. (J. Cotton).
Excavation of a 12 X 6m (40 X 20ft) trench in the area
between Burlington's Summer Parlour and thy original
Tacobean house (demolished by Wyatt in 1788) has revealed a sequence of post-medieval gardening and building
activity (LA 4 (11) (Summer 1983) 289).
The earliest feature? recorded consist of ri series of
shallow ?bedding trenches provisionally dated to the 17th/
18th c. which mav reprevent part of a small kitchen gard e ~
on the NW side of the Jacobean house.
The area was snbsequently enclosed by several phases of
brick-built walls and used as a small metalled courtyard
later provided with a centrally-placed well. Following the
demolition of the Jacobean house, a wide curving corridor
was laid out across the area to link the present Chiswiek
House (Burlington's Villa) with the original stable block.
Finds include a series of 17th/18th c. pottery, clay pipes
and small finds, together with some residential prehistoric
pottery and struck flintwork.

KINGSTON U P O N THAME'S
Warren Park, Warren Road, Kingston. TQ 204 705.
Kingston Upon Thames Archaeological Society (D. Field
& P. Nicolaysen).
Prior to redevelopment, a trial trench 5x4111 (16t X 13ft)
was excavated to an average depth of 0.77111 (30ins), to
reveal the surface of the Kingston Leaf terrace gravels.
It was hoped that further evidence of the considera'ble
prehistoric human presence in the Coombe and Kingston
Hill area might be discovered. A few flint flakes, found in
the topsoil. are almost certainly flint knapping waste, but
have no marked diagnostic features.
30132 High St., Kingston. TQ 177 691. K.U.T.A.S.
(S. Nelson).
Trial excavation in advance of redevelopment on this
riverside site revealed a 2m (6Pft) sequence of river deposits down to c. 5m (16tft) OD, and dating in general to
15th and 16th c. There was no clear bank line so this
river margin area would appear to have been under water
until the post-medieval period. This apparent widening of
the river may be mirrored by the inward curve of the
High St at this point. No indication of the stream that
was excavated in 1979 on the opposite of the road and
which produced redware wasters (see L.A. 4 No 4) was
found. A brick building of the 16th c. was revealed and
in view of its size may be associated with the malting
trade. Limited recording of the High St frontage buildings,
of 17Lh & 18th c. date, was also carried out before they
were gutted rind refurbished.
LAMBETH
St. Mary's Convent, Tooting. TQ 2993 7157. D.G.L.A.
(R. Densem)
During redevelopment in Summer 1983, a stone-lined
cellar, thought to be of late medieval or Tudor date was
recorded in several contractor's trenches, and a limited
excavation was carried out. The cellar was rectangular
and measured 5.5 by 5.3m (18 X 17ft) internally. Its glazed
tile floor had been almost entirely robbed. No evidence for
the ground floor elements of the building survived, nor
were any ground surfaces visible owing to modern disturbance.
Aserland RoadlEvandale Road, S.W.9. T Q 3153 7633
D.G.L.A. (R Densem)
This triangular site was examined by trial trenches during the summer of 1983, in advance of redevelopment.
Documentary evidence suggested that a medieval manor
house 'le Wyk' and its post-medieval successor Loughborough Housc, may have bccn locatcd nearby. No evidence was found of medieval activity, but a few brick
wall footings were recorded. These were probably part of
ouibuildings, and a garden wall, of Loughborough House
which itself lay beyond the site.
Campbell Building Site, Baylis Road, Burdett Street,
Lambeth, S.E.1. TQ 3134 7994. D.G.L.A. (R. Densem,
J. Dillon, M. Hutchinson)
The site was examined by trial trenches in advance of
redevelopment. It lies on or close to a projected alignment
of the Roman road thought to link London Bridge and a
Lambeth/Westminster ford across the Thames. No trace of
any Roman activity was discovered. The site was low
lying and subject to flooding. A number of streams were
traced. These where dated, had silted up in the medieval
and later periods. The site had been open ground until
the nineteenth c. when it was developed for housing and
industrial use.
LEWISHAM
Manor House Library, Old Road, Lee S.E.13. T Q 3935
7505. (K. White)

During December 1983, work to damp-proof the north
wall of the Manor House Library, at its east and west
ends, was carried out. Watch was kept on the contractor's
trench, which revealed red brick walls thought to be early
18th c. pre-dating the present building. Pot sherds recovered cover a range of wares from the 13th c. to modern.
The finds and notes were deposited with the Lewisham
Archives Department, housed at the Library.

Bronze Street, Deptford S.E.8. TQ 3474 7746
Brief investigation before landscaping: (1) Late 17th/
early 18th c. Red brick walls, yellow mortar floorings,
deep barren cuts into gravels, not domestic. (2) Midllate
18th c. Red brick walls, pit lined with wedge shaped bricks
having concave surfaces. Associated with 'oil jars', chimney
pots and tiles. Not domestic. (3) Late 19th c. cottages, late
19th120th c. pottery producing flower pots, drain pipes,
tiles etc. Finds and records placed with Lewisham Borough
archives.
MERTON
Merton Priory, Station Road, Mcrton. TQ 265 699. Dept.
Greater London Archaeology. (J. S. McCracken)
Trial excavations on the presumed site of the infirmary
revealed a passageway defined by flmt walls linked to the
chapter house (excavated 1976-78). A 'hall' runnlng N-S
was found immediately E of the passage with floors of
roof tile. A larger room, of unknown extent, opened from
the hall to the E and was floored with floor tiles of late (?)
15th c. date. At least three plaster floors were found below
the tiled floors as well as a pitched tiled hearth dated by
the Anc. Mon. Lab. to the mid 13th c. The hall continued
beyond the limits of the excavation to the N and S and
the large room to the E, N and S indicating a substantial
building located SE of the chapter house.
St. Lawrence Church, Morden. Merton Historical Soc.
(W. J. Rudd)
A site watch has been kept on the new extension, a
long narrow building oriented NNW from the W tower.
A trial hole on the W side of the tower revealed brick
foundations extending c 1.22111 (4ft), the lower half being
stepped outwards a similar distance. Among a mixture of
bonds were two courses of Flemish bond indicating that
the tower is likely to be part of the church rebuilding of
1636. A breach through the ground stage of the N wall
showed it consiste of a 'skin' of bricks in English bond
either side with a mixed filling of bricks and chalk, and
measuring 1.l7m (3ft loin).
Preliminary excavation outside the tower revealed a
nrumber of graves, shown on a photograph of c 1875, which
have now been plotted on the churchyard plan.
Refitting of the gallery (built 1792) inside the W end of
the nave revealed a series of wall paintings between the
timbers of the floor. Thcse consist of the lower parts of
four panels surrounded by flowers, fruit and curlicues. The
two centre panels contain fragments of texts identified as
Romans Chap. 6 v. 3 and 4, and Ecclesiastes Chap. 12 v. 1.
Provisionally dated to the rebuilding of 1636.
NEWHAM
Stratford Langthorne Abbey, W e s t Ham. TQ 391 836.
Passmore Edwards Museum. (P. Wilkinson)
Excavation has revealed the site of the Abbey Church,
specifically part of the chancel and north transept. The
walls were severely robbed but the medieval floor levels
remain intact. Much early Cistercian building material
was recovered and a lime kiln for mortar production.
Some 120 skeletons were excavated from the Monks'
Cemetery.

SOUTHWARK
Winchester Palace (Pickford C & D), S.E.1. TQ 3259 8042.
D.G.L.A. (D. Seeley).
The site, scheduled under the Ancient Monuments Act,
lies within the grounds of medieval Winchester Palace,
including part of the med~evalhall adjacent to the standing
remains, and is situated within an area of known Roman
activity. It covers about 500 sq m (5400 sq ft), of which
300 sq m (3200 sq Et) werc cxcavatcd in advance of redevelopment; the remaining part of the site not being
threatened. The modern course of the River Thomes is
25m (82ft) to the N and modern London Bridge about
170m (560ft) due E.
Roman
A sequence of dumped deposits consisling largely of
fragments of painted wall plaster, burnt debris and redeposited brickearth are dated to the late 1st-early 2nd c.
These dumps probably represent reclamation of marginal
ground adjacent to the south bank of the Thames. They
are sealed by a compacted gravel surface, possibly a
2nd c. foreshore, that slopes gently down northwards,
towards the river. No later Roman feature; were
discovered.
Medieval
A fragmentary E-W foundation of ragstone on timber
has been dated by dendrochronology to 1095-1125 A.D.
This was cut by a chalk foundation which is also roughly
aligned E-W and extends beyond the limits of the excavation. The chalk foundation is considered, because o l its
location and construction, to be of mid 12th c. date.
and possibly part of the Winchester Palace built by Eishop
Henry de Blois, recorded in a document of 1145-49. Stone
foundations of the 13th c. hall lying to the E of the
partially-standing W wall1 have been exposed. The contemporaneous ground surfaces were removed during construction of the 19th c. warehouse. Also running E-W
accorss the centre of the site, is a large 13th c. stone drain,
built with large, interally-faced slabs of Purbeck limestone.
Cottons Wharf, S.E.I. TQ 1303 8031. D.G.L.A. (D.
Seeley).
The site lies at a point previously belived to be beyond
the E extent of the Roman settlement, about 260m (850ft)
S-E of modern London Bridge and 35m (115ft) S of the
present course of the Thames. Excavation was carried
out between May and August 1983 over about 40% of the
total area of 100 sq m (1100 sq ft) below a warehouse basement.
Prehistoric
Prehistoric activity is indicated by s~everalpits that contained no finds, but sealed by waterlaid clay which underlay Roman deposits.
Rom,an
The earliest Roman feature was a large circular pit,
possibly a gravel quarry of 2nd c. date. At the N end
of the site a number of partially robbed ragstone foundation of 2nd-3rd c. date were recorded. This s t r u c t ~ ~ rhad
e
gone out of use by the 4th c. The N edge of an E-W
channel containing Roman material in waterlaid clays end
sands was recorded at the S ad of the site. This channel
completely filled with clay by the medieval period.
Medieval
No medieval ground surfaces survived. This period is
represented by truncated cut features inclufiing two ditches
and a number of pits. One of the latter was square in plan,
wattle-lined and probably dated to the 13th c.
Post-medieval
Remains of a 17th or 18th c. circular brick-lined struc-

ture were examined in the N-W corner of the site.
15-23 Southwark Street, S.E.I. TQ 3252 8011. D.G.L.A.
(D. Beard and G. Dennis).
This large multi-per~odsite lies within the Roman and
medieval settlement close to the approach road to London
Bridge. Excavation began on the E naif of the site in 1980
and this area was completed in 1982. In Summer 1982,
work commenced in the W half where archaeoYogica1
deposits survive to a greater height. In March 1983, work
began on the two remaining parts of the site: an area in
the centre which was found to have been destroyed by a
deep post-medieval basement, and a small uncellared area
in the extreme S-E corner.
Roman
On the W part of the site several sup~rimposeclRoman
buildings of mainly 1st and 2nd c. date have been found.
The latest phase consists of two structirrcs, one a quite
substantial stone building. Their floor levels are missing,
probably destroyed by activity within the 'dark earth'
deposits which seal them. They are cut by graves forming
part of a late Roman cemetery. These buildings overlie
another with mortar and tessellated floors, a stone-walled
hypocaust (later extended) and clay and timber internal
wall. Under this is an extensive clay and timber structure
to which a hypocaust has been added. This range of rooms
may itself be an addition to large early Roman stone
foundations which have yet to be excavated.
Medieval and later
The area in the extreme S-E of the site, at the rear of
medieval frontages along Borough High Street, has revealed 16th and 17th c. cobbled alleys and associated,
mainly brick, buildings. Under this the remains of later
medieval stone structures, perhaps including a cellar, are
now visible.
Winchester Palace (Stave and Rosing), 5.E.1. T Q 3260
8035. D.G.L.A. (B. Yule).
This large site lies W of Southwark Cathedral within
the medieval estate of the Bishop of Winchester. Excavations began in July 1983 on thr'ee areas totalling 370 sq m
(4000 sq ft). The relatively shallow modern warehouse 'basements sealed a deep surviving sequence from Roman to
post-medieval.
Prehistoric
The natural sequence was gravels sealed by flood clays
up to + 1.30111 (4ft 3in) O.D. Early Roman quarry pits,
partly filled with waterlaid clay, suggest continued inundations of the area in the mid-st c. A.D. Two Iron Age
potin coins were found, one from the flood clays and
another from a gravel quarry pit.
Roman
The Roman sequence was most fully explored in the
E part of the site. Clay and timber bu~ldlngsof at least
two phases dating to the later 1st c. were aligned NW-SE.
The alignment is not on the known road system and may
relate to the natural topography. In the late lstlearly 2nd
a N-S timber fence was erected across the line of a demolished clay and timber building. To the W of the fmce
was a gravel path and an apsidal-ended building. The
wall of the apse was constructed of ti!e. plastered on
the internal face; short lengths of the wall were built u p
to large post settings. The line of the fencc was continued
to the N by the W wall of a building with internal mortar
floor and circular tile hearth built into its S clay wall.
The fence and structures to E and W had been demolished
by the mid-2nd C., and tips of iron-working waste 2nd
earth were dumped over much of the zxczvated area.
The latest Roman structural phase discovered had reverted to the NW-SE alignment. Remains of what may be

a single masonry building complex, extending across the
area of excavation, suggest a substantial river front property. At the SE end of the building five rooms were
identified-three with hypocaust systems. One of the heated
rooms had been provided with a mosaic floor and wall
frescoes. A 4 sq m area of collapsed, painted wall plaster,
two layers thick, was recovered; the earlier fresco reveals
an elaborate architectural perspective design. A small
fragment of gilded wall plaster, recovered from the backfilhng of an intrusive feature, may belong to the same
fresco. Alterations in the building layout involving perhaps
four major structural phases would suggest a fairly lengthy
period of use. The pottery dating evidence for construction
is very limited, but a late 2nd c date would be appropriate
for both the wall fresco and hypocaust flue tiles. The
building was probably occupied into the 4th c. Coins of
the House of Valentinian found in post-Roman levels
imply Roman activity in the area in the second half of
the century.

Medieval
Evidence of late Saxon/early medieval occupation was
limited because of medieval truncation. An earlier, undated, truncation through the Roman strata at the E end
of the site was backfilled with dark earth dumps in the
10th-11th c. Of similar date are several deep pits. The
medieval Winchester Palace remains at the W end of the
site comprise three principal phases of chalk and ragstone
wall foundations defining the SE corner of the 13th-14th c
courtyard ranges fronting onto the Great Hall of the
palace. The third building phases involved considerable
modification of the S end of the E range to insert a
trapezoidal-shaped garderobe pit built of ashlar chalk and
ragstone blocks. The pit had primary fills dating to the
14th c and appears to have continued in use into the 17th c.
Post-medieval
The medieval courtyard buildings continued in use probably ~ n t othe 19th c; a brick-lined cellar was constructed
at the S end of the E range in the 18th c. At about the
same time cellared buildings encroached on the medieval
courtyard and the N part of the garden area. The S part
of the garden probably remained open ground - a well
and a cesspit were dug there in the 17th c - until Stave
Wharf warehouse was built in the early part of this
century.
Fennings Wharf, S.E.I. T Q 3283 8038. D.G.L.A. (R.
Densem and J. Dillon)
Work by contractors in advance of redevelopment of
this important site was observed. Excavat~onwas possible
within one of their test pits where medieval remains were
examined.
The inside of the NW corner of a ragstone foundation
was recorded. It consisted of a well-built wall over two
roughly-built offsets. It had been constructed on a raft of
chalk rubble, set in soft brown clay at + 1.75m O.D.
(the limit of the excavation). Its top had been truncated
by modern deposits at + 3.85m O.D. The structures was
filled with layers of chalk rubble, earth and gravel, and
was probably part of one of the piers of London Bridge
built between A.D. 1176 and 1209.
Chamberlains Wharf Tooley Street, S.E.1. TQ 3294 8033.
D.G.L.A. (I. Tyers)
The site of approximately 1500 sq m lies on the Thames
frontage, about 150m east of London Bridge. In Julv 1983.
at the-initial stage of the demolition, a Roman well was
recorded immediately to the S of the Wharf. In December
1983 and January 1984, ground works by the contractors
within the conserved walls of the Wharf were observed.
Virtually no archaeological deposits survived because of
the depth of the 19th c basement.

Roman
A square, timber-lined well containing pottery and
leather was recorded. The timber planks have provided a
dendrochonological date for the construction of the well
of A.D. 231 t.
Medieval and later
A natural channel running north-south across the site,
contained medieval pottery In its upper fills. It may be
part of the channel observed in trenches dug for the District Heating Scheme in 1975. An 18th or 19th c bricklined cesspit was also recorded.
REDBRIDGE
Uphall Camp, Ilford. TQ 437 859. Passmore Edwardj
Museum (P. Greenwood)
This is an Iron Age encampment, the interior of wh,ich
is to be redeveloped over the next five years. Excwatlon
of the first phase of development has indicated that the
settlement originated in the Bronze Age, as pits, ditches
and possible hut gullies of that date have been recorded.
W.C.
RICHMOND UPON THAMES
King's Royal Observatory, Old Deer Park, Mew. T Q 171
757. D.G.L.A. (J. S. McCracken and Anc. Mon. Lab. DOE
(A. David)
Geophysical survey (resistivity and magnetometer) within
the grounds of the Royal Observatory on the prcsumed
site of the Sheen Charterhouse founded 1414. Survey
suggests buried features possibly associated with the
cloister cells.
Kingston Old Bridge, Old Bridge Street, Hampton Wick.
T Q 176 694. D.G.L.A. (J. S. McCracken and Kingston
Upon Thames Archaeological Society (S. Nelson).
Survey and recording of the footings of the medieval
and post-medieval bridge linking Kingston and Hampton
Wick as revealed in contractor's trenches. The two side
walls, of flint and reigate stone, were located and were
found to be closer to the river and further to the S than
expected.
Parish Church of St. Mary, Barnes. TQ 220 765. D.G.L.A.
(J. S. McCracken)
Continued mvestigation of the fire damaged medieval
church revealed further wall paintings on the underside
of a blocked Norman doorarch in the S wall. The motlf
consists of 'masonry blocks' outlined in red ochre on
white plaster separated by a black line from a border oE
blocks of imitation purbeck marble (yellow ochre with
red markings) and white blocks with red markings.
TOWER HAMLETS
Tower of London. T Q 336 805. DOE. (G. Parnell)
Modernisation of apartments within the Devereux Tower
enabled examination of this massive Henry 111 angle
tower. In its original form the structure comprised two
floors. Two 13th c embrasures in the upper chamber were
recorded together with the remains of a passage providing
access onto the southern curtain. A spiral staircase was
evidently added to the latter in order to facilitate additional access onto the roof. Traces of a gun platform and
two embrasures dating from 1683 were also disclosed below
the existing roof.
In Water Lane, immediately E of the Byward Tower.
a buried piece of iron ordnance was lifted, then cleaned
and conserved. The gun proved to be of considerable
interest, being an English 9 pounder of late 17th c date.
9 St. Clare Street, E.C.3. T Q 3372 8106. D.G.L.A. (R.
Ellis)

Limited excavations were carried out on the site of
the church of Holy Trinity, formerly the chapel of the
medieval convent of St. Clare.
On the S side of the site the N edge of a Roman road
surface of rammed gravel and associated ditch were excavated. The road was aligned c. WNW-ESE, and a provisional date of late 1st c is suggested for its construction.
To the N of the road was a rectangular pit at the bottom
of which were traces of a wooden box containing two
complete late 1st c flagons overlying a quantity of broken
pottery, amongst which were bird and small animal bones
including heron, frog, and mole. To the W of the pit
three Roman inhumation burials with associated grave
goods and one cremation burial of the 2nd c were excavated. The remains of a later Roman 'plaster' burial were
also discovered. Post-medieval burials had caused extensive
disturbance to the medieval deposits, and only a substantial chalk wall aligned NW-SE had survived on the S side
of the site.
WANDSWORTH
Abraham Dawes Alms Houses, 291-311 Putney Bridge
Road, S.W.15. TQ 2423 7541. Wandsworth Historical
Society (P. Greenwood).
Excavation at rear of 17th c buildings revealed 17th and
18th c pits; there was also residual medieval pottery and
a few prehistoric flints. Roman material was notably
absent.
HERTFORDSHIRE
149 High Street, Watford. TQ 1129 9622. ,Watford & S.W.
Herts Archaeological Society (B. F. Rawlins)
Excavations at the rear of this 16th c timber-framed
building, prior to the erection of a large extension, disclosed a complete removal c 1750 of soil to the underlying
gravel, presumably to create a yard. Following a slow soil
accumnlation thereafter, there was a massive build-up in
the 19th c resulting in a final soil depth of 1.3m (4ft).
Medieval occupation of the site was represented by only
one residual sherd.
13 High Street, Elstree. TQ 1716 9540.
This site was formerly occupied by part of a timberframed house of c 1500, the S portion of which still stands.
Prior to the erection of houses the developer allowed
excavations to be carried out between 19th November and
4th December 1983. These exposed the flint footings of
the N half of the early hall and service chamber beyond,
but later rebuilding of floors involved substantial removal
of earlier levesls for the layinmg down of thick clay to support floor joists. However there still remained intact below,
the working area of an iron smelting site dating from
the 2nd halF of the 13th c. Nothing remained of the furnace other than a spread of burning and charcoal extending
off site to the E to closely adjoin Watling Street. The iron
workers had made use of the slope of the site and a
shallow channel to run off the tap slag. Finds included
13th c sherds, ironstone and slag, iron oxide, parts of a
bronze strap-end, and Roman tile wasters derived from a
kiln site 70 yds to the N. No evidence of Roman occupation was found, despite numerous earlier finds in the area,
probably because of medieval use of the site.
SURREY
Slines Oak, Warlingham, Surrey. Bourne Society.
Extensive field survey of the Warlingham - Chelsham
areas has revealed several apparently Mesolithic sites, one
of which is of some importance since it is probably an
'axe-factory' (TQ 3827 5761). Sample excavation of a large
site at Slines Oak (TQ 3731 5791) has produced over seven

thousand pieces of worked flint, including a variety of
geometric and backed blade microliths and some axe-adzes
of the later Mesolithic period. Report forthcoming.
Dene Hospital, Caterham. Bourne Society.
Site watching of development and extension of Caterham
Hospital (TQ 3365 5558) recovered 12th-13th c pottery
and fragments of a quern. Some of the pottery may be
earlier, possibly Romano-British. Most of the archaeology
has been lost and no features have yet been recognised.
North of Park Road, Stanwell. TQ 052 745 (centre) Surrey
County Council Planning Department, Conservation and
Archaeology Section (M. O'Connell)
Large-scale excavation of gravel extraction site currently
in progress with MSC labour. Side ditches of medieval
droveway, Saxon linear features and section of cursus ditch
examined so far. W.C.
Oatlands Palace, Weybridge. T Q 0787 6514 (centred)
Surrey County Council Planning Department, Conservation and Archaeology Section (R. Poulton & M. O'Connell)
Trenches in advance of redevelopment revealed walls
belonging to both the inner and outer courts, part of the
gatehouse to the inner court, and part of a n attached
stable block, all part of the Henrician Palace, demolished
in 1650. W.C.
Little Pickle Earthwork, Bletchingly. TQ 3347 5213
(centred). Surrey County Council Planning Department.
Conservation and Archaeology Section (R. Poulton)
A small rectangular earthwork was sectioned, the finds
suggesting a 15th c origin. A trench in the interior revealed
no structures but considerable quantities of roofing tile,
while just to the S of the earthwork a stone wall of pre
16th c date was uncovered. W.M.C.
16 Bell Street, Reigate. TQ 255 508. Holmesdale Archaeological Group (D. Williams)
The 1983 work on this site was a continuation of that
undertaken in 1974-6 (see Surrey Arch. Coll. 74: 47-89).
A further 5m (16ft) or so of a medieval building once
fronting onto Bell Street was uncovered. Another hearth
within it was found and a 16th c demolition date confirmed.
Beneath, in the soil overlying the natural sand, was a dispersed rubbish deposit of cooking pot sherds, bone, and
an iron barrel padlock. A French denier of Angouleme
also came from this layer and provides a probable date
in the latter half of the 12th c for the deposit (and also
for the Pit 1 Group found in the previous work).
Over the demolished building lay a brown loam cut
into by horticultural pits and dog burials and containing,
amongst other finds, a glass bottle seal bearing the initials
NRM surrounding a bell. This has been identified as refertenants of rhe Bell Inn in 1663 (the Bell was probably at
ring to Robert and Mary Nicholson who are recorded as
No. 14 at that time).
Scanty remains above this loam were interpreted as the
rearwall and yard surface of a building of 17th c date,
demolished in the 18th c.
Old Golf Clubhouse, Earlswood. TQ 278 489. Holmesdale
Archaeological Group (D. Williams)
This is the supposed site of the discovery of the medieval
waster jug rlow in Guildford Museum. Trial trenches found
no evidence for a kiln. A handful of sherds similar
pottery was found but in no concentration. A kiln however still seems the most llkely explanation for the jug's
presence at the "bottom of a pit lined with ironstone".
The clubhouse is shortly to be demolished and the s ~ t e
redeveloped and it is hoped that an archaeological presence can be arranged.

